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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Due to the pioneering contributions of many mathematicians and to the 
more recent works of Agmon [l] and Enss [6], a spectral and scattering 
theory for Schrodinger operators with short-range potentials is now well 
established. An interesting example of a potential which does not belong to 
this class is the von Neuman-Wigner [23] potential (see also [17]). This 
potential is the sum of a short range potential and an oscillating one which is 
of the form 
P&> = c sin@ IxJ”)/Ix14, a,P > 0, (1.1) 
where c=-8, b=2, and a=P= 1. 
This paper is in two parts. The object of part I is to give a limiting 
absorption principle for Schriidinger operato\rs with potential of form (1.1) 
for suitable values of a and p. Of course, when B > 1 these are short range 
potentials so that our interest will be only in the case where /I < 1. Although 
we shall work with potentials of form (1. l), it will be clear from our proofs 
that it is possible to abstract relevant properties of these oscillating potentials 
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so as to deal with more general classes. Such types of classes have been dealt 
with in work by Mochizuki and Uchiyama [ 141. 
The plan of part I of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we shall 
formulate our main results. In Section 3 we shall prepare the way for the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 by giving our plan of attack. We shall then show how 
Theorem 2.2 follows from Theorem 2.1 by drawing upon work of Agmon [ 1 ] 
and Ben-Artzi and Devinatz [2]. Thus our main task in the remainder of the 
paper will be the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Since the potential p&) is radially symmetric, as is well known 12, 251, 
the Schrodinger operator for this potential is unitarily equivalent o a direct 
sum of ordinary second order differential operators of Schrodinger type. Our 
approach is to replace the potentials of these ordinary Schrodinger operators 
by more easily handled approximating potentials. Section 4 is devoted to the 
construction of the approximating potentials that we use. Sections 5-8 of the 
paper are devoted to carrying out the technical details of the plan of attack 
given in Section 3. For the reader’s convenience, an appendix is attached, 
which carries out the details of proofs of known facts which may not be 
readily available elsewhere. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
As we mentioned in the Introduction, this paper is devoted to obtaining a 
limiting absorption principle for the Schrodinger operator 
WP,) = -A + P&), (2-l) 
where pO(x) is given by (1.1). Without being more specific at this time we 
shall suppose that a and /I are taken so that H(p,) ) 5YF(lR3) has a unique 
self-adjoint extension in L2(lR3). We work with [R3 for the sake of simplicity. 
However, what we prove will work in L’(R”) as well, for n ) 1. 
Let p belong to the complex plane Cc, with Imp # 0. As is well known, the 
resolvent 
HP, WP,)) = 01- NP,)) - I 
exists as a bounded operator. Suppose A is real and not an eigenvalue of 
H(p,). Roughly speaking, a limiting absorption principle says that 
l$ R (A i ie, H(P,)) = R * (A, WP,)) (2.2) 
exists in a suitable operator topology. Of course, if A is in the spectrum of 
H(p,) this limit cannot exist in the uniform operator topology or indeed in 
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the strong or weak operator topology of B(L2(lR3)), the latter symbol 
designating the algebra of bounded operators on L2(IR3). 
To be specific about the meaning of the limit in (2.2) we define a weight 
function 
m,(x) = (1 + Ix12)-s’2, s> 1. (2.3) 
The limit in (2.2) will mean that there exist operators 
R *(A, H(p,)): m,“‘L’(lR’) + m;“2L2([R3) 
so that 
(2.4) 
li$ m,‘/2R(;1 f i&, H(p,)) rni” = mfj2R *(A, H(pd)) rnf12 in B(L2(lR3)), 
(2.5) 
where the uniform operator topology is taken for B(L2(lR3)). In other words 
l$ II mi”[R(A f ie, WP,)) - R * (4 H(P,))] mf”(l= 0, (2.5’) 
where (1 . I( is the usual operator norm. 
Let 3 be a compact interval in the real line which does not contain an 
eigenvalue of H(p,). For a given angle 0 < B < n, let 
~*(~)=(1UEC:Re~uE,O<farg~u(}. (2.6) 
The principal step in obtaining a limiting absorption principle for H(p,) is to 
prove the inequality 
SUP llmf’2W, WP,)) mi’211 < co. (2.7) 
rcs9*Ln 
Our main theorem gives the conditions under which we can obtain inequality 
(2.7). In the next theorem we shall take, for -X < arg z < rr, 
A = sup 1~1”~ lexp(f jz”“)I IAi(z 
1 
‘O = max{ 2nA2, n”‘A } ’ 
Ai being the usual Airy function. 
THEOREM 2.1. L,et 7 be a compact interval in the half line IR + = (0, CD) 
and let a and p satisfy: 
505/49/l-3 
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b> 213 and /3>a if a<l, Q-8) 
fi > 2/3 and 5/3+2a-6>0 if a>l, (2.9) 
P > 415 if a = 1 and Tc (0,b2/4). (2.10) 
Then inequality (2.7) is valid. (See Note added in proo$) 
Zf a =/I = 1, 3 c (b2/4, co), and 
da 
@2 + I)‘/2 < Yo, (2.11) 
where o = inf{,u - b2/4: ,u E 3’}, then again, inequality (2.7) is valid. 
Notice that when a = 1 and 3 c (b2/4, co) we have left upon the case 
where /3 < 1. Theorem 2.1 leads to a limiting absorption principle. ‘For the 
purposes of stating Theorem 2.2 we introduce the family of operators 
F$&) = miJ2Rb, H(P,)) mi”, P E REV). (2.12) 
THEOREM 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, each of the 
operator valued functions F:(u) and F;@) admits a continuous extension to 
the closure of 9+ (Z’), and 9- (3), respectively, with respect o the uniform 
operator topology. 
Remark 1. The range of the parameters a and p for which Theorem 2.1 
is valid is most easily envisaged by referring to the shaded regions of Fig. 1. 
58+2a-6= 0 -P -. . . 
FIGURE 1 
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Remark 2. For a given b and c, a rough estimate of the interval 
excluded for which (2.7) is valid may be obtained from (2.11). Indeed noting 
that 
I 
lb1/2o”* da 
Ibl 
0 
(a2 + 1)1/Z < &l/2 ’ 
we see that (2.11) is satisfied if 
IWI 
[b2/4 + WI 1/zw1/2 ’ 70’ 
Squaring we get the quadratic inequality 
b2 1 cb2 
02+---~-~ - >o. 
4 YO I I 2 
Thus 
Now (b4/16 + (I/y:) Icb12)“2 < b2/4 + Icb)/y,. Hence if 
0 > IcblPyo~ (2.13) 
then (2.11) is satisfied so that (2.7) is satisfied. Crude estimate (2.13) means 
that we do not have information about a limiting absorption principle in the 
interval [b2/4, b2/4 + (cb1/2y,]. This is to be compared with Mochizuki and 
Uchiyami [ 141, where no information on limiting absorption can be obtained 
in the interval [0, b2/4 t Icbl/2]. 
Note that for a given c and o, (2.11) is satisfied for (b ] either sufXciently 
small or sufficiently large. Rough estimate (2.13) does not take this latter 
effect into account. 
3. PREPARATIONS FOR THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
Our proof of Theorem 2,1 will make essential use of the well-known fact 
[2,25] that the operator H(p,) admits a complete family of reducing 
subspaces, on each of which it acts like an ordinary differential operator. 
To describe these operators, to each potential p in L:,,(lR ‘) assign the 
operator 
GP)f@) = -f”@) + P@)f@)9 j-E Q;(lR ‘). (3.1) 
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Next, define 
jU+ 1) 
PO(j)@) =po@) + p2 3 j = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
Then H@,)(j), the part of the operator H(p,) over the jth reducing 
subspace, is unitarily equivalent o a self-adjoint extension of the operator 
WOW); 
Wp,)(j) N WOW. (3.3) 
(Actually, we are abusing the notation since each L@,(j)) appears as the 
operator on a finite number of reducing subspaces. However, this causes no 
difficulty and we shall, for simplicity, continue this abuse.) For the boundary 
conditions (when needed) defining this self-adjoint extension we refer to [2, 
Appendix]. It follows from the explicit form of the unitary equivalence that 
mt”H(po)(j) m:‘* - mf’*L(po(j)) rn:12. 
Since the norm of an orthogonal sum equals the supremum of the norms 
and since unitary equivalence preserves norms, these relations yield 
II f4’*W, WP,)) &‘*I = sup II mf’*R@, Up,(j))) mf’* II. 
i>O 
(3.5) 
So conclusion (2.7) is equivalent o 
SUP SUP Ilmf’*N.4 Up,(j))) m:‘*Il < 03. 
rsS,(J) i>O 
(3.6) 
The considerations of (21 show that for each fixed j the supremum over 
9+(T) is finite. Hence (3.6) is equivalent o 
lim sup sup IImY~01~ Upotj))) mf’*II < 00. (3.7) j+cc u&*(J) 
Our proof of inequality (3.7) will make essential use of the fact that we 
can construct a family {q(j,,u)} of approximate potentials. The properties of 
these approximate potentials are described by Theorem 3.1. We first 
introduce the functions 
n,@) = W, lu)@> = max{lPotj) - 4CA~)l @I, m,@N. (3-S) 
As usual, for a given Hilbert space Z’ we denote by g(A) the domain of an 
operator defined in Z, and by p(A) the resolvent set for A. 
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We now specify the domain of L(q(j,p)) by 
g(L(q(j,p))= (fE L*:$, f’ are locally AC, 
!z f@)=0,L(q(j,Cr))fEL2~. (3.9) 
Using this definition we have 
THEOREM 3.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then there are 
regions .39* (3) of form (2.6), an integer j, and potentials q(j,,u) with the 
following properties: For each ,a E 9, (7) and for each j > j, 
(3.10) 
[po(j)-q(j,~u)lR01,L(q(j,~)))EB(L2([R+)), (3.11) 
lim sup sup (Jn,“*R@4 L(q(j,p))) ns1’211 < . (3.12) 
jwo B E9*V) 
Assuming the validity of Theorem 3.1 let us show how it leads to 
inequality (3.7). From (3.9) it follows that L(p,(j)) R(u, L(q(j,p)) has a 
dense domain, Hence the resolvent equation 
R01, L(pdjN) - Rlu, W(.A pu>N 
= RCu, L(po(j)))k?Uy d - poWI RCu, L(qCA Er))) 
is valid on a dense set in L’. However, from (3.11) we see that this equation 
is true on all of L*. If we multiply on the left and on the right by nf” we 
arrive at 
nf’*RD, L(pdjN) nf’*V+ n;“‘hW - d.L.41 R01, LMj,c1))) nf”i 
= nf”R01, L(q(j, iu>)) nf’*, (3.13) 
which is valid on a dense set in L2. 
Using definition (3.8) for n, we see that n;“’ Ip,,(j) - q(j,,u)l < n:12. 
Using this and (3.12) we see that 
lim sup 
j+cn 
~~~~~,~l~~1’2[~~(j)-q(j,~)lR01,L(q(j,p)))nf’21) 
G lim sup s~$,, IIn:‘2R01,L(q(j,p))) n:‘*II < 1. (3.14) i+m 
If we use (3.14) in conjunction with (3.13) we get 
lim sup sup IInf’2R01, L(p,(j))) nf’211 < 00. (3.15) 
i+m rce9*V) 
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If we use definition (3.8) again we see that m, < n,. Thus we have 
II mf’w4 m,(j))) 4’*II Q II #2w, mm) C211’ 
Using the fact that a bounded operator and its adjoint have the same norm 
we have 
II m:‘2RtA7 m43U))) #‘II 
Q II n:“W, UP,(A)) #‘II = II e2w* Jaw)) 4” II 
< II n:‘*NK w%m)) C211 =II n:‘2w9 m+dAN 4’211. 
If we combine this inequality with (3.15) we get (3.7). 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 follows from Theorem 2.1 with the help of 
results obtained in [ 1,2]. Let 2 be a compact interval as described in 
Theorem 3.1. As shown in (21 there exist kernels K*(j,fl)(<, n) which for 
each j are defined and continuous on 2, (3) x R ’ x IR + and for Im P# 0 
is Green’s kernel for R@,L(p,(j))). Thus if L E 3, and f E L*(R+) has 
compact support, the integrals 
R “(A Ltzdj))ltX) - jR, K’ th A)(6 tt>ftr) drt (3.16) 
are well defined. Let us set 
R * 01, Up,(j))) = NA Updj)))~ if P E 2*tS-), 
= R * 01, LtpoW))9 if PEZ. 
(3.17) 
Then for p E B*(J) we may write 
= lK*tj,~)-K*(j~~)l(~,tt)f(?)dtl. j &3+ (3.18) 
Clearly the left side of (3.18) remains bounded and goes to zero as P -+ A. 
Since m, E L’(lR +), it follows by the previous remark that 
lim l(tr~:‘~[R*(,u, L@,(j))) - R*(k L(p,(j)))l ~Vll= 0. u-l 
Thus (by unitary equivalence) on a dense set of elements $ in L2(IR3) there 
are operators R l (u, H(p,)), defined for .B E g,(T), so that 
F-y 1) ~TZ;‘~[R * 01, H(p,)) - R *(At W-‘,))l ~?‘l”ll = 0. (3.19) 
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From Theorem 2.1 we know that the operator valued functions F:(B), given 
by (2.12), are bounded on g*(r), respectively. If we use this fact in 
conjunction with (3.19) we see immediately that the strong limits 
s;lirj\lF:@) E F:(A) (3.20) 
exist and are continuous on .5@*(T), respectively. Note that in an obvious 
way the operator valued functions F:(A) define operators R ‘(I, H(p,)) 
which satisfy (2.4). 
The fact that the existence of the strong operator limit in (3.20) implies 
the existence of the limit in the operator norm may be proved in the same 
way as in [ 1, pp. 164-1651. We shall reproduce the argument here since a 
basic inequality used by Agmon requires a somewhat different derivation. 
Toward this end we shall first introduce some notation and prove an 
inequality for the resolvent R@, H(p,)) which is the counterpart of Agmon’s 
inequality for R(u, -A). 
Let Zz be the usual Sobolev space on R3 and let X2*’ be the collection 
of elements in m:‘*L2(lR3) for which the norm 
is finite. By L2TS we shall mean the collection of (equivalence classes) of 
functions for which (]mf’*~]] <co. The norm ](u](~,~ is equivalent o the norm 
II”I:‘*412.0~ which is equivalent o the norm ll(Z - d) mf’*u I], which in turn is 
equivalent o the norm ]( rnf’*u (1 + 1) mf’* Au I(. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Then for every s > 1 
there exists a constant C, so that 
uE$;Jj IIR * 01, WON mZfl12,s <C, Ml. (3.21) 
Proof: Since p,, is relatively compact with respect to A, the domain of 
H(p,) and A are the same. Hence the range of R(,u, H(p,)) is in the domain 
of A for Im ,U # 0. Let u = R(u, H(p,)) rnf’*J f E L*. Then 
Au = rnj/‘f - (u - p,,)u. (3.22) 
Since p,, is relatively compact with respect o A, for every E > 0, there is a 
(generic) constant C, such that 
II Pomf’*u II < E llAd’*u II + C, II mf’*U II
< 6 II mf’*u l12,0 + C, II mf’*U II
GE’ ll~I12,s + CEllmsl’*~I17 (3.23) 
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where the last inequality comes from the equivalence of the norms 11 rn,“‘u )j2,0 
and l1412,s~ Notice that E’ can be made as small as we wish, provided E is 
small enough. 
If we multiply (3.22) by mf’2, use (3.23) and the fact that p remains in a 
bounded set, we get 
)I m:“u 1) + 1) rn:12 41 G E’ II t.4 l12,s + C, II mf”U II + Ilfll. (3.24) 
As we have already noted, the norm on the left of (3.24) is equivalent o the 
norm I\(1 -d) m,“‘u 11, which is equivalent to I( m:‘2uI(2,0, which in turn is 
equivalent to 11 u l(2,s. Using these facts in (3.24) and taking E’ sufficiently 
small we get 
IIW, WPJ) mFfl12,s QC[ll mf”R@, %d) m,“‘fll+ Ilflll. (3.25) 
If we now use Theorem 2.1, specifically inequality (2.7), we see that (3.25) 
gives inequality (3.21). 
We are now in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 2.2. Suppose 
that {P,} C_ 9’+(J) and {f,) c L2 so that 
lim pn = p0 E g*(T), w-lim f, = f in L2. “+m u+m 
Then it follows that 
$2 F%Jfn=C%Jf: (3.26) 
Indeed, for any g E L2 we have 
lim(F,‘(,Qf,, g) = limdf,,F*&,) g) = (f,F*&)g) = (F%)f, g), 
where the second equality comes from the weak convergence of {fO} to f, and 
from (3.20). The third equality is an application of (3.20). Thus we have 
w-lim F: (p,) f, = F: (p,JJ: (3.26’) 
Since (f,} is bounded in L2, by (3.21) the sequence {R(u,, H(p,)) rni’fr,] 
is bounded in Z2*” for any s’ > 1. By a slight extension of Rellich’s 
theorem the injection map Z2,” -P L2*’ is compact for s’ < s. It follows from 
the existence of the weak limit (3.26’) that (3.26) holds. 
Next we claim that the uniform operator limit exists; 
I(;$ F: (p) = F:(A), P E 2* v1. (3.27) 
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Indeed, suppose this is not true. Then there exists a sequence {pu,) c 9+ (3) 
so that ,u,, --t 1 and a sequence {$,} G L* so that [I$, 11 = 1 and 
linm_~fII~%Jf, -~$@)f,ll > 0. (3.28) 
Without loss of generality we may suppose that w-lim f, = f in L'. Applying 
(3.26) we get 
s-lim I;,' 01,) f, = F: (1)f= s-lim F: (u,)J 
This contradicts (3.28) which shows that (3.27) is true. 
Finally, to show the continuity of F:(J) we assume the contrary to get 
(3.28) again. Some of the ,u,, may now be real. However, since we can 
approximate F:(u,), for real ,uu,, in the uniform topology, by F:(,u;), where 
&, E S’*(J), we have the previous contradictory situation. The proof is 
complete. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF APPROXIMATE POTENTIALS 
In this section we shall construct approximate potentials. We wish these 
approximations to be valid uniformly in j and ,D in the sense of Theorem 3.1. 
We shall construct hese approximate potentials with the help of approximate 
solutions to the differential equations 
I-“@) + 01- PoU)@)MP) = 09 ImpfO. (4-l) 
Note that if ~1 is real, the coefficient off@) vanishes at some real point, the 
turning point. For each complex ,U we define a turning point r’ as a specified 
zero of this coefficient 
P - Po(.Nf) = 0. 
Near the turning point we seek approximations to the solutions of (4.1). 
Following Langer [ 12, 131 we seek these approximate solutions with the help 
of the Airy equation 
f”(2) - q-(z) = 0. (4.2) 
Since the Airy equation has a turning point at zero, and Eq. (4.1) has a 
turning point at r’, we make a change of independent variable 4 = d@), as 
yet unspecified, so that 4(7’) = 0. The function Ai(-#@)) is a solution to 
(4.2) in the variable -4. However, instead of working with the Airy function 
it is much more convenient o work with the adjusted function 
Y@) = w>-“*fweP))9 PER+. (4.3) 
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In order to determine the function (b and the approximate potential we 
shall, at first, proceed in a formal way. Using the fact that Ai(-$@)) satisfies 
(4.2) in the variable -4, it is an elementary exercise to verify that 
Y”@> + [M PI + o’@)*d@N HP) = 09 PEz+, (4.4) 
where (Q),p} is the Schwarzian derivative 
(~,p]=B”‘-3 m *. ( ) $‘@> 2 4’@> 
If we would choose 4 so that 
P -PiJ(Jw)=d'(P)'$@) + 4@PL fp(r'> = 0, (4.6) 
then the function y@) of (4.3) would be an exact solution to (4.1). However, 
only under very special circumstances can a solution to (4.6) be given which 
is elementary enough to be useful. Instead we solve an approximate quation 
by dropping the term p,,@) on the left and the Schwarzian derivative on the 
right in (4.6). More precisely we follow Langer [ 12, 131 and solve the 
nonlinear initial value problem 
WYh(Z) =iu - w + 1) + aw*, lim #,(z) = 0. (4.7) T’z 
Here, r is a solution to the equation p - (j(j + 1) + a) z -* = 0; more 
specifically, 
r=+, where r*= j(j+ l)+$, (4.8) 
and the principal branch of the square root of Y* and p have been chosen. 
The term -(a) z-* has been added for the technical reason that we do not 
get a good approximate solution near z = 0 without it. A formal solution to 
(4.7) is 
g,(z) =I;,: (p - $) “* do /2’3. (4.9) 
The subscript 1 indicates that we expect 4, to be a good approximate solution 
to 4 not only near the turning point but, for z real, actually over an entire left 
interval of the form 
3, = (0, 40, (4.10) 
where 6 = S(j, p) will be chosen later in an appropriate way. 
With a suitable solution #I of (4.7) we obtain a function Y,@) given by 
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(4.3) with 4, replacing $. Hence we are led to take the approximate potential 
on S; as 
(4.11) 
A little later in this section we shall be more precise as to just how we take 
d I’ 
Near the point at infinity we seek approximations to the solutions of 
Eq. (4.1) with the help of solutions of the equation 
f”(2) + f(z) = 0. (4.12) 
Similar to definition (4.3) we define 
Y@> = #‘t~)-~‘* exp Wp), PER+. (4.13) 
An elementary formal calculation shows that y@) satisfies the differential 
equation 
Y"@) -t [${d PI + d’W21 Y@) = 07 PER+. (4.14) 
If we would choose Q so that 
P -PowP)= MPI f f@), (4.15) 
then the function y@) given by (4.13) would be an exact solution to 
Eq. (4.1). However, as before, it is too difficult to get a solution to this 
equation for which one has a good control on the function /. Hence, we seek 
a solution to an appropriate quation. We drop the Schwarzian derivative on 
the right of (4.15) and modify the term on the left of (4.15). We take the 
approximate solution in the form 
where 
(4.16) 
sin bp” 
A,@) = 4(j, P)(P) = P + d.~)c p” - Aj + 1) 
P2 ' 
and 
P-W+ lYP2) 
a@)saa(j~~U)@)= (u2b2/4)p2(u-l) -~ + (j(j+ lyp2) * (4.18) 
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The square root of A, shall be taken as the principal branch. We shall 
suspend giving an explanation of the reason for choosing the particular form 
of a@) given in (4.18). The reason for this particular choice will become 
clear in Section 7. We should note that the reasoning leading to the choice of 
4, may be motivated alternatively by being considered as a modification of 
the JWKB method [ 15, 16,221. 
We are led to define an approximate potential on the right interval 
J = (& 00) (4.19) 
by means of the potential term in differential equation (4.14). That is to say, 
we take our approximate potential on 4; as 
qr(j,iu)@)=~---{~r,P}-d:@)*. (4.20) 
Finally, we define the approximate potential on IR + by 
4(h P)@) = 4,cA Pu)@), PEG 
= 4r(A iu>@)Y PET. 
(4.21) 
We shall close this section by making precise the formal expression for 4, 
given in (4.9), and showing that for all sufficiently large j and for each 
nonreal p in the right-half complex plane, the potentials q,(j,p) and q,(j,p) 
are well defined and continuous on (0, Sj] and [Sj, oo), respectively. 
For simplicity we shall restrict our attention to the case where ,u belongs 
to the open first quadrant of the complex plane, 
Q,={PEC:R~,U>O,I~P>O}. (4.22) 
All of the proofs follow mutatis mutandis when ,U lies in the fourth quadrant. 
For z E Q, let us set 
(4.23) 
where the integration is taken along the straight line joining 1 and z. For 
definiteness the square root in the integrand is taken as the principal branch. 
It is a well-known fact [ 15,201 that g(z) does not take on the value zero in 
Q,, and for the reader’s convenience we shall also prove it in the Appendix, 
Lemma A.l. Since Q, is simply connected, it follows from the Monodromy 
theorem that there are three single-valued analytic branches of the multi- 
valued function 
t;(z)= [f 1; (1 - y-*)I/* d~]*‘~, z E Q,. (4.24) 
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If we choose a particular branch c(z) and if [,(z) and I&(Z) are the other two 
single-valued branches of (4.24), then it is clear that 
C,(z) = 4lxz)9 C,(z) = o*C(z), 
where w, and oz are third roots of unity. 
At this time we shall not specify which branch c(z) we choose since the 
continuity of q(j,p) is quite independent of the branch. In the integral (4.23) 
for g(z) make the change of variable y = ur-r, and then replace z by zr-‘. 
Thus from (4.24) we have 
&-‘)= [g-q-; (p-~)“‘dy]*“. 
This suggests that for a given analytic branch c(z) we take 
qqz) = qqj, p)(z) = v*‘y(zT- 1). (4.25) 
Since r(z) is defined for z E Q,, c(zr-‘) and hence 4,(z) is a nonzero 
analytic function defined in the open sector rQ, of the complex plane. Note 
that this sector contains R +, and that (, solves the nonlinear initial value 
problem (4.7) in the sector rQ,. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose ,u E Q, . Then the approximate potential q,(j, ,u) of 
definition (4.1 I), with #r given by (4.25) Gfor any branch of C(z)) is 
continuous on (0, Sj] for any choice of 6; i.e., 
q,(.L lu) ~2 @Y(O, sjl). (4.26) 
Proof It is an immediate consequence of definition (4.11) for q,(j,p) 
and definition (4.25) for $[, that conclusion (4.26) is implied by 
{C(z), z) E WQJ (4.27) 
where, of course, the right member denotes the class of analytic functions in 
Q1. Since c(z)#O in Q,, (4.27) follows. Indeed, we shall show in 
Lemma A.5 and Corollary A.7 that both r(z) and {c(z), z) can be extended 
analytically to all of the right half complex plane. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose ,u E Q, and there exists an n, so that 6 = S(j, ,u) > 
S,(u) > 0 for j > n,. Then there exists a j,, so that for j > j,, the approximate 
potential q,(j, ,u) of definition (4.20), with (, defined by (4.16~(4.18) is 
continuous on [Sj, 0~); i.e., 
W,,u) E @([6j, ~0)). (4.28) 
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Prooj We note that the function a(j, p)@) of definition (4.18) is for 
fixed p, Imp # 0 an infinitely differentiable function of p on R +, which is 
bounded in the variables (j, p) for j > n, and p > 6$. Indeed, it is clear that 
for these values of (j, p), 
I4A~1)@)l* Q ~{IPU(~ +(1 + ~;1)/~~VlIm~12. 
From definition (4.17) for A, we see that it is an infinitely differentiable 
functions of p on IR +. Thus in order to establish (4.28) we see from (4.20) 
that it is enough to show that 
bbP1 E Qwk f=)). 
An elementary computation shows that 
(4.29) 
($,,p) +L$ is)*. 
r r 
Using the hypothesis on 6, we see from (4.17) that for j sufficiently large, 
A, # 0 on [Sj, co). This establishes (4.29) and proves Lemma 4.2. 
5. TECHNICAL PREPARATIONS FORTHE PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 
For nonreal ,IJ the approximate potential of definition (4.21) is nonreal, 
and hence relation (3.10) does not follow from standard abstract 
considerations. However, before we proceed to its proof we shall first specify 
the branch of C(z) (given by (4.24)) that we choose and then develop several 
other matters which will be needed not only for the proof of (3.10) but for 
the remainder of the paper as well. 
We remind the reader that for simplicity we are confining our remarks 
only to p E Q,. In order to specify the particular analytic branch of C(z) that 
we take, we first note that y E Q, implies (1 - y-*)‘I* E Q,, provided we 
take the principal branch of the square root function. From this it follows 
that we can choose a continuous argument of g(z) with range in the interval 
(0,3n/2). Indeed 
g(z)-il%lZl, 2 + 0, zEQ,. (5.1) 
Although these facts are well known we shall develop the details in the 
Appendix. 
We shall take that branch of C(z) in (4.24) for which 
a C(z) = f as g(z), wg g(z)E (0,371/2). (5.2) 
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As we noted before, since we have defined &z) only for z E Q,, [(zr-‘) and 
hence 4,(z) (see (4.25)) is defined for z E rQ,. The latter is the sector in C 
for which - f Arg ,U < Arg z < (n/2) - 4 Arg ,u, where Arg z is the principal 
value of the argument. Let us give a concise notation for such sectors. For 
any 0, 9’ in R, with 8 < 8’ < 0 + 27r, let 
s(e, et) = {z: e < arg z < et 1, (5.3) 
where arg z is a continuous branch of the argument function. Then we can 
say that i,(z) is an analytic function in the sector S(- f Arg,u, 
WV - f Arg d. 
For later reference we shall find it convenient o note formally at this time 
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. Their proofs will be given in the Appendix. 
LEMMA 5.1. The following relations hold: 
h(R ‘) c S(i Arg P, n), (5.4) 
#;(R+)GS (-$+$Argp,l-i&p), (5.5) 
[-$,@)]3/2 = $ivg@z-‘), PER+, (5.6) 
where we take 
z312 = exp i{log lz( + i Arg z). (5.7) 
LEMMA 5.2. The following equality holds: 
[d;@)2dr@)1”4 =eix’4[~~@)]“2[-~~@)]“4, P E R +, (5.8) 
where the fractional powers are taken as the principal branches. 
In connection with Lemma 5.2, we should note that the left side of (5.8) is 
the fourth root of ,u - v2pM2, which remains in the upper half plane for 
,DUQ, and pElR+. Thus the principal branch of the fourth root is a 
continuous function of p. By Lemma 5.1 the principal branches of the frac- 
tional powers on the right-hand side of (5.8) are also continuous functions of 
P* 
We may also use Lemma 5.1 and take the square root in definition (4.3) 
as the principal square root. Thus we have now made precise all of the quan- 
tities entering into the definition of y,@) of Section 4. 
To make the definition of 4, precise we shall suppose, as in Lemma 4.2, 
that for j sufficiently large S E S(j, ,u) 2 S,&) > 0. Then, from definition 
(4.17) we see that for 1 E Q,, p > Sj, andj sufficiently large, A,@) E S(0, IL). 
Thus we specify the principal branch of the square root in the integrand of 
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(4.16) and the principal branch of the square root in (4.13). This makes 
precise all of the quantities entering into the definition of )r and y,. 
LEMMA 5.3. There exists an integer j, so that for j > j, and for each 
p E Q, , there are functions k,(p) SE k,(j, p)(p) and k,(p) = k,(j, ,a)@), defined 
on I?+, so that each of them satisfies the dSfJ’erentia1 equation 
and 
k” + (p - q)k = 0, 
F? k,(p) = 0, k,@) E J%Z). 
(5.9) 
(5.lo,,,) 
ProoJ Take k, to be that solution of differential equation (5.9) so that 
k,@) = Y/@), PEA (5.11) 
Take k, to be that solution of differential equation (5.9) so that 
k,@) = YAP), PET. (5.12) 
The functions y, and yr are given by (4.3) and (4.13), respectively, with 4 
replaced by 4, and @,, respectively. 
In order to prove (5.10,) we first note that it is an immediate consequence 
of (5.1) that 
Fz g(z) ) g(z)!-’ = -i. (5.13) 
Using definition (5.2) for the branch of c(z) that we have chosen, and 
definition (4.25) for (I, we see from (5.13) (or directly from (5.1) also) that 
yz -h(P) I h@l - = 1. (5.14) 
Thus, for every E > 0, every ~1 E Q,, and every j sufficiently large, there 
exists a neighborhood Nj,E,I( of 0 in R + so that 
(5.15) 
Further from (5.1) we see that ( g(z)1 -+ co as z + 0. It follows from (4.25) 
that 
;z IMPI = @J. (5.16) 
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As is well known [8], if E < n, then 
Ai N $~-‘/2z-1/4 exp(- iz3/*), 
Ai’ ‘V - ;,-‘/*z’/~ exp(- jz”/‘), 
(5.17) 
(5.17’) 
as (z ( --t co and z E S(--E, a). The fractional powers in (5.17) and (5.17’) are 
analytic continuations of the principal branches of the powers. If Arg z 
remains in a compact set of (-n, rr), then these asymptotic relations are 
uniform in Arg z. Note that if we choose E sufficiently small, say 
0 < E ( 7c/3, then for z E S(--E, E), we have Re z”* > 0. 
If we use (5.15~(5.17) we may write 
Yr@) = [&@)I -““w-dlw) 
“I ‘~-‘~2[(;@)]-1~2[-/,@)]-“4 exp{- St--#,@>>““} 
2 -l/4 
-1 
28 
- l/*@r/4 
( 1 P-S exp{- S(-#,@))“‘L P + 0. 
The third step comes from the second step by Lemma 5.2. This shows, from 
the discussion of the previous paragraph, that (5.10,) is satisfied. 
To prove (5.10,) we use definition (4.16) for #,.. We see immediately that 
lim Re i$,@)p-’ = Re ip”* < 0, 
P-m 
(5.18) 
lim d~@)“2 = j~i”. (5.18’) 
P’cc 
If we use these two relations in definition (4.13) for yr (4, replacing 4) we see 
that we have (5.10,). 
We want to close this section by obtaining an asymptotic estimate for the 
Wronskian W(k,(j,p), k,(j, p)) as j-t co. We shall get an estimate which is 
uniform in p E .9+(Z). Actually the uniformity in P is more than we need 
for the proofs of (3.10) and (3.11). However, we are also looking forward to 
the proof of (3.12). 
We begin with several emmas. 
LEMMA 5.4. If a # 1, let J be a compact interval in R +, or if a = 1, let 
3 be a compact interval in (0, b*/4) and choose 9+(J) so that it is 
precompact. In these cases, let 6 E S(j, ,a) = ~,DI-“~( 1 + jwK), where 
0 < K < 1 and K < 2( 1 - a) if a < 1. If a = 1 and 3 is a compact interval in 
(b*/4, 03), let SE S(a) = (IpI - (b’/4))-“‘(1 + E), E > 0 and fixed. Then 
there exists a positive integer j,, and a constant A4 so that on the set {(j, ,a, p): 
505/49/l-4 
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j > j,, p E S’+(T), p 2 L$} the function a(j, p)@) of definition (4.18) 
satisfies: 
I% P)Go)l < MP*-) if a>l, (5.19) 
l4Ji P)Gol GM in all other cases. (5.20) 
ProoJ: We recall the definition of a(j,p), 
P - w + u/P*) 4A~)@)= (a2b2/4)p*t+1~ --111 + (j(j+ ~J/~Z) * (4.18) 
Let us first take up the case a < 1. Divide the numerator and denominator of 
(4.18) by its numerator to get 
4.hPN.P) = 
a2b2 
4P 2’“-1’[pj(j+ q/p*]-‘- 1 -‘* 
I 
(5.21) 
Note that since p is not real, [p - j(j + 1)/p*] is never zero so that we are 
justified in doing this. Note also that any p > Sj may be written in the form 
p = (a + S)j, o > 0. Th us replace p by (0 + S)j in (5.21). We claim that 
+ 8)*(i-Q)j*(i-a) fi _ l+j-’ 
(a+@* =09 I) 
(5.22) 
uniformly in u and p. Indeed, we first note that ),u - (1 + j-‘)(a + 6))* ( > 
Ilp( - (1 +j-‘)(u + &-‘I. Wh en u = 0 we have a C > 0 so that 
lp,- 1 +I-’ > IPI 
6* ,-&2+j-“-.r’)>cy>O 
for all j, Further Ip I - (1 + j- ‘)(u + 6)- * increases to 1~ ( as u + co. Hence, 
it follows that [ Ip [ - (1 + j- ‘)(a + S) -* I> Cj-‘. Using this fact and the fact 
that K < 2( 1 - a) we see we have (5.22). Thus we have (5.20) in this case. 
Let us now take the case a > 1. For p > Sj we see that the numerator of 
(4.18) is a bounded function of j, p, and p. The denominator of (4.18) may 
be written in the form 
P *(u-l) 
1 
[p -j(j+ l)p-2]p”l-a’ 1, a;* 
Since a > 1, there exists a j, so that the term b - j(j + l)p-*] P*(*-~) is 
uniformly small for p E 9, (J’), j > j,, and p > Sj. Hence [ a2b2/4 -
[cc-j(j+ l)p-z]p*“-a’ ) is bounded below by a positive constant. This 
gives (5.19). 
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In case a = 1 and Y c (0, b*/4) we see that the absolute value of the 
denominator of (4.18) is greater than b2/4 - Rep + j(j + 1)/p*. Since 
b2/4 - Rep > 0, the latter quantity is positive and indeed greater than 
b2/4 - Re,u. Hence the denominator is bounded below by a positive 
constant. Since the numerator is bounded in j, ,u, and p > sj, we have (5.20) 
in this case. 
Finally we consider the case Q = 1 and 3 c (b*/4, oo). In this case we 
have for ,U E 9+(3’), j sufficiently large and p 2 Sj, 
b* 
-;i--Pu+ 
Aj+ 1) 
P2 
Thus for ,u E L&‘+(Z), p >, Sj, and j sufficiently large, the denominator of 
(4.18) is bounded below by a positive constant. Since the numerator is 
bounded for these values of ,u, p, and j, we have (5.20) in this case. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let the assumptions of Lemma 5.4 hold. Then there exist a 
j, and an M so that on the set {(j, p, p): j > j,,, ,u E A’+(>), p > Sj} the 
following hold for the derivatives of a(j, p): 
(aYi, p)@)I ,< W’*pp’, a < 1, I= 1,2, (5.23) 
la"'(.L~)@)l<~Mp-', a= 1, I= 1,2, (5.24) 
Ia"'(j,~)@)l~~~*-'-*", a> 1, I= 1,2. (5.25) 
Proof: Differentiate xpression (4.18) for a(j, ,u) to get 
a’(.A 4@> 
W + O/p* 
= p[(a2b2/4)p2’“-” -p + (j(j + 1)/p*)] 
_ ~P-W+ ~Yp'lK(a - W2)a2b2p2u-3 - (Y(j+ U/P~)I . (5 26) 
[(a2b2/4)p2(u-1) -9 + W+ l)/~*l* 
First consider the case a < 1. In this case we write 
a*b* 
-Tp 
*(n-I) -,+N+ 1) 
P2 
= ~ _ j(j+ 1) a*b* pzco-‘) 
P2 II 4 [p-j(j+l)p*] -’ ’ 
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As we saw in the proof of Lemma 5.5, the second absolute value on the right 
is bounded below by a positive constant for ,u E .9+(Z), p E [Sj, co), and all 
sufficiently large j. Further, we also showed in the proof of that lemma, that 
for the same set of j, ~1, and p, 1~ -j(j + l)p-*I > Cj-‘. Hence, the first 
term of (5.26) has the estimate O(j”p-‘). If we factor out p-l from the 
numerator of the second term of (5.26) and apply the above analysis to the 
denominator we see that we get the same estimate as before. Thus we have 
(5.23) for I= 1. If we differentiate (5.26) and apply the same analysis as 
above we get estimate (5.23) for Z= 2. 
If a = 1, as we showed in the proof of Lemma 5.4, the denominators of 
(5.26) are, in absolute value, bounded below by a positive constant for all 
,U E S?+(T), all j sufficiently large and all p > Sj. Thus it is immediate that 
we have estimate (5.24) for 1= 1. Differentiating (5.26) and applying the 
same analysis gives (5.24) for I= 2. 
Finally we treat the case a > 1. We may write 
a2b2 
-Tp 
= 2(a-1) a*b* P 
I I 
-- 
4 
p-N+ 1) 
P2 
As we pointed out in the proof of Lemma 5.5, the absolute value on the right 
is bounded below by a positive constant for all p E S?+(T), for all 
sufficiently large j and for p > Sj. This gives estimate (5.25) for 1= 1. 
Differentiating (5.26) and using the same fact gives the estimate for 1 = 2. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let the hypotheses of Lemma 5.4 be satisfied and in 
addition let /I > K. Then 
1'4, j-’ =‘o, 
(5.27) 
(5.28) 
where the fractional powers are the principal ones and the asymptotic 
convergence is unl@orm for p E 9+ (3). 
ProoJ: We first note that 
V2 ~ (1 + @U-l) 1 
p-s2jz= 6* jS2 * 
(5.29) 
In the case a = 1 and’ 3 c (b*/4, co) it is clear that 1~ - 6-*) is bounded 
away from zero for ,u E 9+&Y). In this case (5.27) is immediate. 
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In the other cases we have 
Ill-$ I>/[// {I -(I +j-“)-‘ll=!g [2+$] (1 +rT’. 
Thus we see that there is a positive constant C so that 
]((l + (4j)-‘)/jS’)/(U -S-2)] < cj+*. 
Rewriting (5.29) as 
[p-$1’“= [pmf]“’ [l -((I + (4j)-1)/js2)/cu-6-2)]“4, 
we see from the above inequality and the fact that K < 1, that we have (5.27) 
uniformly for ~1 E s+ (3). 
To prove (5.28) we write 
Since (5.28) is clear when CI = 1 and 2 c (b2/4, co) we proceed to the other 
cases. As we have shown abovej-‘8-2[p - 8-2]-1 --) 0 as j-1 co uniformly 
in ,u. Further using Lemma 5.4, i.e, the bounds on a(j,p), and the lower 
bound derived above for ],u - d-2 ] we find that 
l(a(j,~)(&) sin(W/(&)V[p - SW211 < CY. 
Since /3 > K we see that the quantity on the left goes to zero as j-+ co, 
uniformly in ,u. Hence from (5.30) we have 
[qqsj)]“‘= [p -P]“4[1 + o(l)]““, j-+ co 
where the o(l) term is independent of p. Hence we have (5.28). 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let the assumptions of Lemmas 5.4 and 5.6 be 
sat&fled with K < 5. Then there exists an S%?+(T) so that the Wronskian 
W(k,, k,) (see Lemma 5.3) has the following asymptotic estimate: 
. in/4 
W(k,, k,) le --exp -iug(@-I), Z//2X 
j+ ~0, (5.3 1) 
the asymptotic convergence being uniform for ,u E 2+ (3). 
ProoJ We have shown in Lemma 5.1 that -#,(W+) is in the lower half 
complex plane. However, more is true. We have chosen d2(j,p) so that for 
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where 
Ai = AC”(z) + Ai”‘( 
Thus we have 
A+‘)(z) - (~K)-‘/~z-‘/~ exp(- $z”‘), 
RepEY, 6*1,ul> 1. If 6, is fixed and 62(j,~)I~(&ljiJpJ> 1, then an 
elementary analysis based on the integral representation (4.23) for g(z) and 
formula (4.25) for d,(z) shows that for every E > 0 we may choose .9+(J) 
in a suitable way so that Arg(-#,(j, y)(&)) remains in the interval 
(---II, --II + E). If S*(j, y) --t 1 as j-+ co, a further analysis shows that 
Arg(-4,) remains in (-n, --n/Z + E). 
It is well known [8] that for -5x/3 < arg z < -7r/3, we may write 
(5.32) 
(5.32,) 
(5.32,) 
lzl--, co, (5.33) 
dAi’“(z) 
dz 
- -(An)- */2z ‘I4 exp(- $z3/*), IZI-, a’, (5.33’) 
and 
Ai”’ - -i(4fr)-“2z-“4 exp($z3’*), JzI -+ co, 
&it*) 
- - -i(4z)-“2z’/4 exp(jz3’*), 
dz 
IzI --) co, 
(5.34) 
(5.34’) 
the asymptotic convergence being uniform for arg z in any compact subin- 
terval of t--571/3, -7r/3). Here z”~ is taken as the principal branch and z3” is 
taken as the analytic extension of the principal branch. 
Recall that we had taken 
yI = [(;]-“2Ai(-#,) = [@;I-“‘Ai”‘(-$,) + I);] -1’2Ai(2)(-#I) = yj” + yj*‘. 
(5.35) 
We need asymptotic estimates on yj” and yj*’ and their derivatives at p = Sj. 
Let us first establish a fact which will be needed for these estimates, namely, 
[p - (v*/62j*)y4[);(j,p)(ljj)p2 + O3 j-, coT (5.36) 
uniformly for ,D E S+(7). To see this we differentiate ($j)2)r =P - v2p2 to 
get 
(b;=L--. @i)* 
P3fbi#r 29, 
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Hence, 
4; 
(u - (v2/p2))“‘(qq3” = tj.4 - (vJ,p2)y4 
VZ W” 
p”((;)‘l’ - 2 ’ 
I 
(5.37) 
Next we note that &@) = fi ~-‘/~~@r-‘) so that from (5.37) we get 
I WP>I 
IP - v/P211’4 19v/-913” 
(<‘@t-‘)(5’2 
2F I 
. (5.38) 
Now evaluate inequality (5.38) at p = Sj. The term in brackets on the right of 
(5.3) is estimated by O(1) ve516, since [‘@jr-‘) does not vanish as j+ co. 
As we have noted before, there is a constant C > 0 so that 
1.~ - v2/(6j)12 > CjmK. Thus the term on the left of (5.38) is estimated by 
O( l)j5K/4-5/6. Th’ 1s goes to zero asj+ co since K < 2/3, thus proving (5.36). 
We are now in a position to asymptotically evaluate yj”, yj*‘, and their 
derivatives at Sj. Since K > 0, an easy computation, using (4.25) or (5.6), 
shows that #,(j, p)(Sj) --t co as j + co. Using (5.33) and Lemmas 5.2 and 5.6 
we have 
vl"GV) 
1 
- 2a'/2 [I;] l,if-l,(4i)] l/4 exP --ivdW') 
ein/4 
-- [p - d-2]-1’4 exp -ivg(&-‘), 
27c’12 
j+ co. (5.39) 
Also, 
dj”@) 
- = -[&t.p)]“‘~ (+,@)) - f~l’@)[~;@)J-3’2Ai’1’(-~r@)). 
4 
If we now use Lemmas 5.2 and 5.6, (5.33), (5.33’), and (5.36) we get 
dyj”@j) eain14 
dp 
-- [p - dw2]“’ exp -ivg(Sjt-‘), 
2a ‘I2 
j+ 00. (5.39’) 
In the same way we find 
ieiZ/4 
yi*‘(fjj) - -F [p - ~3-*]-“~ exp ivg(&-‘), j+ co, (5.40) 
and 
dyi2’(@) @/4 
dp 
- - [p - 6-2]1’4 exp ivg(Jjr-‘), 
27F2 j-+ Co. (5.40’) 
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The asymptotic onvergence in (5.39), (5.39’) and (5.40), (5.40’) is uniform 
in p. 
We have taken 
y,= [#J;]-“* exp i#,. 
Using Lemma 5.6 and the fact that $,(Sj) = 0, we have 
y,(&) - [p - 6-*]-1’4. 
Further, 
(5.41) 
so that an elementary computation shows that 
y;(Sj) - i[p - cY*]“~. (5.41’) 
Using (5.39), (5.39’) and (5.41), (5.41’) we see that 
- in/4 
WYj”, y,)(dj) -+exp - ivg(djr-I), j-+ co. (5.42) 
From (5.40), (5.40’) and (5.41), (5.41’) we have 
wY!2’Y Y,)@A 
&n/4 
= ___ exp ivg(lijz-‘) 
(47r)“2 
X 
-i[p - 8-2]-“4(1 f o(l)) [p - 8-2]-‘/4(1 + o(l)) 
[p - a-2]1’4(1 + o(1)) i[p - &2]‘/4(1 + o(l)) 
inI4 
= o(l) (&l,2 exp ivg(djjt-‘), j+ 00. (5.43) 
As we have noted before, we can choose S+(Z) so that Arg(-#,(Gj)) lies in 
(-n, -n/2 + E) for all sufficiently large j. Thus from (5.6) we see that 
ig(&-‘) has a negative real part for y E 2+(Z). Thus from (5.43) it 
follows that 
WYj2’, Y,)(a) -+ 0, j -+ a, (5.44) 
uniformly for p E S+(7). 
It is a standard property of determinants that 
WY,, Yr)(W = WYl”, YM!) + WYj2’v Y,)Gm (5.45) 
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Since Wb, k,) = WY,, v,)tsj) we see from (5.42), (5.44), and (5.45) that 
(5.31) is valid. 
6. PROOF OF THE RELATIONS (3.10) AND (3.11) 
Proposition 5.7, specifically (5.31), shows that there exists an 9+(Z) so 
that W(k,, k,) # 0 for all sufficiently large j and p E 9, (3). Thus we may 
form the Weyl kernel 
The first thing we wish to show is that, for fixedj and ,u, K(l, q) is the kernel 
of a bounded operator on L’(F? ‘) to itself. For this purpose we introduce 
several new functions. Let us set 
Z,(P) = [#;@)I -“*A+#,@) exp 2ni/3), (6.2) 
d.4 = MWI 4’* exp -44.W (6.3) 
The function zI is a solution to differential equation (4.4) and the function z, 
is a solution to differential equation (4.14). The pairs ( y,, z,} and { y,, zr} 
are linearly independent solutions to these equations, respectively. 
We need asymptotic estimates for V,(D) and z[@) as p -+ 0. We recall once 
more that 
Yr@) = PI@)1 -“*N-h@N* 
From (5.1) we see that as z + 0 in Q,, ig(z) approaches the real axis from 
the fourth quadrant. Thus from (5.6), Arg(-d,(z)) remains in a compact set 
of t-~ 4 and IM z I -t co as z + 0, z E rQ, . In the case when Arg z remains 
in (--a n) we have (see [S]) 
Ai - (471)-“*~-“~ exp(- $z3’*), (z/ -+ 03. 
Consequently using (5.6) and Lemma 5.2 we have 
- l/4 
exp -MhG/~)9 p-t 0. (6.4) 
From (5.1) we see that 
ivg(z) - -log 1 z ) “) z-+0 in Q,. 
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y,(p)- (4n)-"2e'"'4 (&J1'4 jg~"pv, 
In the same way we find 
z&p)- (4w)-"*e'"" (p-$)j1'4 l$I-"p-y, 
p -t 0. (6.5) 
p + 0. (6.6) 
If p E S?+(J), ,u is not real, so that !$ - v’p-*) does not vanish on IR +. 
Hence, recalling that k,(p) = y,(p) on S; we see that there is a y, possibly 
depending on j and p, so that 
I WI < YP”+ I’*, Izr@)l< YP-“+1’29 PEG (6.7) 
We shall also need estimates on k,(p) and zr@) as p + 00. From 
definitions (4.16)-(4.18) which describe $,, it is easily seen that 
ih@) - -Imfip=--Ap, p+co, I=Imfi>O. 
Recalling that k,.(p) = [&@)I -I’* exp i#,@), p E S;, we see that 
k&p)- p-j(jpT ‘) ]-“‘exp-Ap, 
[ 
p-i co. 
zr@)‘y P- 
[ 
j(j + 1) 
I 
-‘I* 
P2 
expAp, p-+ 00. 
From these asymptotic estimates it follows that there is a y so that 
I k,@)l Q Y exrC-W7 I z,@l < Y exp@h PEG (6.8) 
We now note that there are constants a,, p,, a,, /I, so that 
VP) = %Y,@) + PlZ,@>~ PE& 
k@) = a,~,@) + P,z,@), PET,* 
Hence, from (6.7) and (6.8) we get 
lW)K~evIlp, P E 4; 
lk@I Q w-“+“*, P ES;. 
(6.9) 
Inequalities (6.7~(6.9) lead to the following estimates for the kernel of 
definition (6.1): 
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With the previous estimates we can show that the integral operator with 
kernel K(& q) is bounded. To do this we invoke a result of 
Schur-Holmgren-Carleman [9) : 
Let K(., a) be a kernel, K the corresponding integral operator, t(e) a 
positive measurable function and 
IIK IL = mm I sup t(r)-’ 1 ML s>l t(tl) dv, sup t(a)-’ j IW, ~11 40 & . I v I 
(6.13) 
Then 
IIKII G II% (6.14) 
where II . 11 is the usual norm in B(L2). 
LEMMA 6.1. If K(<, r) is the kernel given by (6. l), then 
sup I,+ IK(5, tl)l drt sup I,+ KG tt)l & < 00. l 11 
(6.15) 
ProoJ Let 
First consider the integral J,(r). We shall invoke estimates (6.10)-(6.12). 
There are several cases to consider: 
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< y{2 + yy+‘/2[(~j)-v+3/2 _ ,-u+3/2] 
+ r5 ” + ‘I* exp(-XIj) 
< y(dj)’ + y(&j)“+ I” exp(-Alj). 
It follows that sup J](r) < co. in the same way, and indeed simply by 
symmetry considerations, it follows that sup J,(q) < 00. Thus the lemma is 
proved. 
Let K(j,p) be the integral operator corresponding to the kernel 
K(j,p)(& q). Using the Schur-Holmgren-Carleman result, with t = 1, and 
Lemma 6.1 we see that K( j, ,u) is bounded. If we can show that 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
then we will have shown that p is in the resolvent set of L(q(j,p)), and 
indeed K(j, flu> =R (,u, L(q(j, ,t~))). This will establish (3.10). 
Relations (6.16~(6.18) have been established by one of us [ 181 in an 
analogous situation. The arguments given there can be followed mutatis 
mutandis to establish these relations in our case. For the reader’s 
convenience we shall reproduce the proof. 
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We shall first establish (6.16). For simplicity let us write K for K(j, ,u), W 
for W(k,, k,), and q for q(j,p). For any f E L’(lR ‘) we have 
Since both integrands are integrable, we may differentiate a.e. to get the 
formula 
From (6.20) we see that (Kf)’ can be extended continuously to R +, and 
indeed it is even locally absolutely continuous. Thus we may differentiate 
again a.e. to get the result 
KfYW = -[P - q(r)1 Kaf(O + f(r), (6.21) 
where we have used the fact that k, and k, satisfy differential equation (5.9). 
From estimates (6.7) and (6.9) it follows that k,(t) k,(r) is bounded for 
0 < q < < and < near the origin. Hence, since k,(r) -+ 0 as r- 0, it follows 
from (6.19) that KS(<)-+ 0 as <-+ 0. This shows (see (3.9)) that (6.16) is 
satisfied. Moreover (6.21) shows that (6.17) is satisfied. 
It remains to establish (6.18). From (6.16) and (6.17) it is enough to show 
that 
f E ew7)) and cu - Uq))f= 0 implies f = 0. 
Now, k,, k, are linearly independent solutions of @- L(q))g = 0. Hence 
there exist constants yI and yr so that 
f =Y,k,+y,b (6.22) 
On & k, is a linear combination of y, and z,. Since k, and k, are linearly 
independent he coefficient of z, cannot be zero so that k, is not square 
integrable near infinity. Since f and k, are square integrable near infinity we 
must have y, = 0 in (6.22), so that f = y,k,. But on S;, k, is a linear 
combination of k, and z, and thus by (6.6) and (6.7) is not square integrable 
near zero, at least for v > 1. Thus we must have yr = 0. The proof of (3.10) is 
complete. 
The proof of (3.11) is essentially the same as the proof of Lemma 6.1, 
once we have appropriate stimates on the quantity [p,(j) - q(j,p)]. It will 
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follow from the estimates on this quantity which we will obtain in Section 7 
that under the assumptions on a, p in Theorem 2.1 we have 
Using these estimates we can obtain the analog of Lemma 6.1 for the kernel 
[ pO(j) - q(j, p)](r) K(j, p)(<, r,r). The proof follows the proof of Lemma 6.1 
mutatis mutandis and we shall not repeat it. An application of the 
Schur-Holmgren-Carleman result then gives (3.11). 
7. UNIFORM ESTIMATES FOR THE APPROXIMATE 
RESOLVENT KERNELS AND FOR [p,,(j)- q(j,,u)] 
We shall begin this section by formulating an estimate for the resolvent 
kernel R(u, L(q(j,p))(<, II) = K(j,p)(& q), the latter being given by (6.1). 
This estimate will be one of the key elements in the proof of relation (3.12). 
Let us define 
w(p) = w(j,p)@) = lp - Y*p-*(-“‘+, PEG 
= I(:@)I PEG 
(7.1) 
Second, we define 
v@) = WP)@) = -Re[ivdpr-‘)I, PE9;, 
= -Re[ivg(djr-I)], PE4;. 
(7.2) 
THEOREM 7.1. Let the assumptions of Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.6 be 
satisfied. Then there exists a region S+(3), and constants y and j, so that 
for every ,u E S+ (3’), and j > j, 
Moreover, if (<, q) is in 3, x S; or Tr x S;, then y may be taken as 
max{2rc.4*, n”*A} + E, where A = sup (~1”~ lexp(*2/3z”“)l IAi(z Ai 
being the usual Airy function, If (<, ‘1) E Zr X S;, y may be taken as 1 + E. 
We start the proof of Theorem 7.1 by noting, as we did in Section 6, that 
there are constants a, 3 a,(j, cl) and /?, = /I,(j, P) so that 
k@) = a,~,@) + PA@), PE4;. (7.4,) 
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Similarly there are constants a, = a,(j, ,u) and /I, = /?,.(j, p) so that 
UP) = %Yr@> + BAP>~ PE9;. (7.4,) 
We need estimates for these constants which are obtained in Lemma 7.2 in 
which we use the following notation: If y is real number, then y1 shall be a 
sequence so that yj 1 y as j-, co. Also W denotes the Wronskian of 
Proposition 5.7. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let the assumptions of Lemmas 5.4 and 5.6 be satisfied and 
let the four constants a,,,, /3,,I be defined by (7.4,,,). Then there is a region 
9, (3) and a j,, so that for each ,a E 9+ (Z’), and j > j,, 
(7.5) 
(7.6) 
Id G (-T$-) w-M&)1, 
i0 
(7.7) 
IPA = f I WI. (7.8) 
Proof: Let us first prove (7.6). Differentiating the expression of (7.4,) 
gives the system of linear equations 
r,(&) = w,(&) + /4zkW9 
YX6j) = a,y;(&ij) +/W(&). 
V-9) 
This in turn yields 
PI = W(Y,, rdsj) W- Yh 4. (7.10) 
From definitions (4.3) and (6.2) for y, and z,, respectively, we see that 
WY,, z,)(&) = W(Ai(-~,(6j)),Ai(-exp(2ni/3) #,(sj)). 
Also, it is well known [8], and elementary to prove (using the asymptotic 
estimates for Ai as (z ( + co) that 
W&(-z), Ai(-exp(2ni/3)z)) = exp 5ni/6/2n. 
Combining these last two relations yields 
W( y,, z,) = exp(5ni/6)/2x. (7.11) 
Since it is clear that W(y,, y,)(Sj) = W(k,, k,), from (7.10) and (7.11) we get 
(7.6). 
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To prove conclusion (7.5) we note that from (7.9) we have 
al= WY,, z,)(4) w-‘ty,, zr). (7.12) 
In exactly the same way that we obtained asymptotic estimates for y@j) and 
y;(6j) in Section 5 we get 
z,(dj) - (4n)-“2e-‘“‘6e’“‘4[~ - 8-2]-1/4 exp iug(&-‘), j-1 a, 
z;(dj) - (47t)-1i2eisn’6e-in’4[~ -d-211,4 exp ivg(&-I), j+ Co. 
(7.13) 
Since the proof involves only minor changes from the one given in Section 5 
we shall not produce it here. Further from (5.41) and (5.41’) we have 
y,(dj) - [p - cJ-*]-~‘~, yi(6j) - i[p - 6- ] * 1’4. If we use estimates (7.13) and 
the estimates for y,, y; in W(y,, z,)(6j) and then take account of (7.1 l), we 
get (7.5) from (7.12). 
We get estimates (7.7) and (7.8) in essentially the same way. This time we 
evaluate expression (7.4,) and its derivative at Sj to get a system of linear 
equations. Solving for /I, we get 
4. = WY,, uMi> W-‘(Y,, 4. 
It is elementary to show that 
(7.14) 
W(y,, z,) = -2i. (7.15) 
Noting once again that W(y,, yJ = -W(k,, k,) we get (7.8) from (7.14) and 
(7.15). 
If we solve for a, we get 
a, = WY,, z,)(Q) W-‘(Y,, z,). (7.16) 
In the same way that we obtained (5.41) and (5.41’) we get z,(6j) - 
* ‘I4 as j+ co. Using (5.39) and (5.39’) an ks; m&;l’;,~w~o~,;~at- 6 - I 
W(yj”, z,) = 0(1)(4~)-“~ exp --ivg(ijr-‘), j+ Co. (7.17,) 
Using (5.40) and (5.40’) it is equally easy to establish 
W(yj*‘, zr) - 7~~’ exp ivg@js-I). (7.I72) 
Since (exp ivg(&-I)( < 1 for all sufficiently large j, uniformly in 
P E 2+(T), using (7.17,+,) and (7.15) in (7.16) we get (7.7). 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 7.1. We start with the obser- 
vation that the approximate resolvent kernel on the left of (7.3) is symmetric 
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in (<, r~). Hence, without loss of generality we may assume that q > <. Let us 
prove the last statement of the theorem first. There are several cases to con- 
sider :
(a) CC r> E S; X S; 
From the asymptotic estimates for the Airy function there is a constant A 
so that for all z, --n < arg z Q z, 
1 Ai(z)I <A 1~1~"~ (exp(f $z3’*)(. (7.18) 
If we use definition (4.3) for y, and the fact that k,(q) = y,(q) on S;, we see 
from (7.18) that 
IWrtl <ANI) ewb(rl)l. (7.19) 
In the same way we find for r E S;, 
Iz,WI G ANtI exr-d-WI. (7.20) 
If we use (5.31) of Proposition5.7, (7.4,), (7.5), (7.6), (7.19), and (7.20) 
we get forjaj,, 
IW) ~-'I~Aw(r){O~~exp[~(r)-2u(6j)l+2~exp[-~(T)l}. (7.21) 
Using expression (6.1) for the Weyl kernel, (7.19), and (7.21) we get for 
.i>jo9 
I Utl) k(t) W-’ I <A *dO W(V){Ojo expb(tl) + 40 - WV)1 
+ 27~ expb(v) - u(t>ll. (7.22) 
As we shall show in Lemma A.4, u@) is an increasing function of p on I,. 
Thus 
u(v) + u(t) - WV) < 0) - u(T) < 0. 
Inserting this into (7.22) we have y = (2nA 2)jo in this case. 
@I G ~1 Es; x 4. 
If we use the definition of k,(c) given by (4.13) and definition (7.1) for 
w(T) we see that 
I WI < ~63 ew[Re %.(t)l. (7.23) 
For all sufficiently large j, Re i$,(<) < 0 for r > Sj and all p E S”+(J). If we 
use this fact in (7.23), the relation (5.31) of Proposition 5.7 and 
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definition (7.2) of u(T) which says that v(T) = u(6j) for < > Sj, we have for 
.i>j,, 
(k,(t) W-‘J< (~"')j,W(t) exp[--v(t)]. (7.24) 
If we use this in conjunction with the estimate (7.19) and the fact 
u(q) - u(r) & 0, we have y = (,47~“*),~ in this case. 
(cl (6 s> E s; x 4;. 
In this case we use relation (7.4,), estimates (7.7), (7.8), and (7.24), and 
relation (5.31) of Proposition 5.7 to get, for j 2 jO, 
IMv) W-‘I< W(~)~tl/2)jo + (W)~o ev[--Re 4b(tl)lI- 
If we use in concjunction with (7.23) we get 
MO WI) W-II G W)joW wt~){l + exp[Re 4W) - Re 4bt~)l~~ (7.25) 
If we use the facts that Re id,(c) - Re i&(q) < 0 for n < <, and u(T) = u(q) 
for (<, 7) E 4; x S; we have the estimate for y in this case. 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Under the hypotheses on a, /I, and 3 in Theorem 2.1 
and under the additional hypotheses of Lemmas 5.4 and 5.6, with K = 
2(1+/3)+~,0<2s<min{/3-2/3,/I- a}, there exists a region S’+(T) and 
constants y and j,, so that for ,a E 9, (3) and j >, j,, 
I PO(j) - s(A Hd 
< ICIP + Y~P(llogPl~-ll I + w*, pE9;; 
-24 -2 
’ )p - jc+ l)p-*I + (p - j(y+ l)p-*I* ’ 
pE9;, a< 1. 
(7.26) 
Proof. Let us first consider the case that p E S;. Then 
(7.27) 
For a given function )(z) let us set 
d(W) = f ($9 zI- $3 (7.28) 
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provided this makes sense. Recall that $,@) = v~‘~&x-~), where r(z) is given 
by a suitable branch of (4.23). A straightforward computation shows that 
4!miP) = 7 - *&m7 - ‘I. (7.29) 
By a well-known estimate [8] (see Corollary A.9), for every M > 0 there 
exists a constant y(M) so that 
lW(zl< Yw)llzl(l~ogzl I + w-*9 Izl<M. (7.30) 
We take M to be 
M = sup sup SUP l/37-’ 1, 
I>lo roR+hn OEY/ 
(7.3 1) 
and apply (7.30) to get 
I4OW’I $YW$! (lhvlr-‘I+ I}-*, PEI,. (7.3 la) 
If we use (7.29) and (7.31a) we get 
Id($,)@)~y(M){p(llogpl7-‘l I + W-‘3 PEZ,. (7.32) 
We get the first inequality of (7.26) from (7.27) and (7.32). 
Next we consider the case where p E Jr. A straightforward computation 
gives 
blu - S,(~~ CL)]@) = 11 + 4P)l y 
++p)-& (f@))‘, (7.33) 
I I 
where A r is given by (4.17). Again, straightforward computations give 
A ,@) _ a’@k sin W a@) abc cos bp” 
r - 
P4 + P4-n+’ 
a@) /3c sin bp” - + 2m+ 1) 
P 4+1 P3 * 
A:‘@) =--a@) a*b*p*‘“-I) 
c sin bp* 
p4 + 01, 
(7.34) 
(7.35) 
where 
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c sin bp” 
= a”@> p” +2a'@) 
acb cos bp” I PC sin bp” 
P4++l PDtl I 
+ 4.P) 
[ 
a(a - 1) cb cos bp” 
P4-a+2 
+ p(p + 1)c sin bp” 
P 0+2 I 
M.i + 1) - 
P4 n 
From (7.33) and (7.35) we have 
[PO(j)-q,(j,,u)]@)= 
(7.36) 
Using definition (4.17) for A,@) we have 
’ + ‘@) - 
a2b2p2(a- ‘) 
4A,@) I 
I +p-Aj+I) P2 I 
+ a@)(1 + a@)) c sin bp” 
AtiP) P0 ' 
We have chosen a@) (see (4.18)) so that the first term on the right of (7.38) 
is zero. Thus from (7.37) we have 
h(j) - 4rLiA@) = a@)(1 + a@)) c2 sin b’p” 
A,@) P 
24 
(7.39) 
We remark that since ,u is not real, for all sufftciently large j, A,@) does not 
vanish for p 2 Sj. Thus all of the computations we made above are valid for 
PEG 
Suppose a > 1. Using (5.19) of Lemma 5.4 we see that the first term on 
the right of (7.39) is estimated by [A,@)p2(D+rr-1)] -I. Using (5.19), (5.25), 
and (7.36) we find that h(p) is estimated by max{p-‘at4),p-2}. Thus we see 
that the first two terms on the right-hand side of (7.39) are estimated by 
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A,@)-' max{p-2'"+4-1),p-w3), p-‘}. Now, if 2(a+P- l)>a+/3, then 
a + /3 > 2 so that the max of the latter three quantities is pp2. On the other 
hand if 2(a +/3- 1) < a +/I, then max{p-2’“t4-‘), P-(~+~), p-i} = 
m=Ip -2(at4-1),p-2}. Thus, the first two quantities of the right side of 
(7.39) are estimated by A,@)-’ max{p-2’“t4-“,p-2}. 
Using (5.19), (5.25), and (7.34) we see that (A;@))’ is estimated by 
max{p -2(at4-1),p-2}. Hence the last term on the right side of (7.39) is 
estimated by A,@)-2 max{p-2’“t4-1), p-‘}. To estimate A,@) we have 
IAAP>I 2 (P - j’jp: I) 1 1 1 - p” Ip _ $+ 1),p2, / * (7.40) 
As we showed in the proof of Lemma 5.4, there is a positive constant C so 
that for p > Sj, I,u - j(j + l)pe2 ) > CjpK. Hence, there is a constant y so that 
for p > Sj 
l4PI .K 
p4 (p - (j(j + l)/p2)( ” j2a:bl ’ 
But 2a + /3 - 2 > /3 since a > 1. Since, by hypothesis ,f3 > K, we see from 
(7.40) that there is a constant y so that for j > 2 and p > Sj, 
IA,@)1 <Y fl- W + l)/P2)l. 
Putting all of these facts together we get the second estimate of (7.26). 
If a < 1, then from (5.20) it follows that the first term on the right of 
(7.39) is estimated by IA,@)I-1p-24. Using (5.20), (5.23), and (7.36) we find 
that 
IOI <Y [ $+-g&+-$]. 
Since we have taken K = 2( 1 - ,8) + E, we see that for p > Sj we have 
INPIG YP--"3 a=min{SP-2-2&,3/I-a-&,2}. (7.41) 
(Note that the hypotheses /3 > K, and K > 2(1 -/?) are compatible for p > 5.) 
Thus the tirst two terms on the right side of (7.39) are estimated by 
l~r@r'P--(I'9 cr’ = min(2b, a}. Now, if S/3 - 2 - 2s < 2/I, then 
3p < 2 + 2s < 2 +p - $ or /3 < f, which contradicts the hypothesis of 
Theorem 2.1. If 3P-a-e,<2/3, then /I-a<.c</l-a, again a 
contradiction. Since we are taking 2p < 2, we see that the first two terms of 
(7.39) are estimated by IA,@)I-‘p-2”. 
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Using (5.20), (5.23), and (7.34) a straightforward computation shows that 
I4@)I’ < YP, a=min{3P- 1 -s,P-a+ 1,l). 
Since, by hypothesis, P-a>O, /3-a+l>l. If 3/?-l-&(1, then 
3P<2+c<j?+$,or/?<j, which contradicts the hypothesis. Thus we may 
take 0 = 1, and the third term on the right of (7.39) is estimated by 
I~WPI-~~ 
In the case we are now dealing with we have 
IdPI V-4 
P4 IP - W + lWIQw * 
Since K < /? we have, as before, IA,@)1 > y J,u - j(j $ l)p-‘1. Putting these 
facts together we have the third estimate of (7.26). 
Finally we consider the case a = 1. If we use (5.20) in the first term of 
(7.39) we see that it is estimated by pWz4. If we use (5.20) and (5.24) in 
(7.36) an easy computation shows that h(p) is estimated by p-@+“. Thus, 
since p < 1, the first two terms of (7.39) are estimated by jA,@)p24(-1. If we 
use (5.20) and (5.24) in (7.34) we find that A;@) is estimated by pV4. Again, 
taking account of the fact that IA,@)1 > y Ip - j(j + l)p-* I, we get the third 
estimate of (7.26) for a = 1 =/?. 
8. PROOF OF RELATION (3.12) 
For brevity let us set 
K, 3 K,(j,,u) = n~'*Rlp, L(q(hc1))) ni'*. (8.1) 
Clearly, this is an integral operator with kernel 
K,(t, v) = K,(j, Pu)(& tl) 3nil’ (0 ROr, Uq(j,~))K n> d’*(v). (8.2) 
Similarly to our considerations of Section 6 we shall estimate the norms of 
such operators by introducing and estimating Schur-Holmgren-Carleman 
bounds. This will show that the conclusion (3.12) is implied by Theorem 8.1. 
In it we define 
0) = t(j, c1M.p) = w@) n:‘2@>. (8.3) 
THEOREM 8.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 be satisfied and let 
the function t be defined by (8.3). Then there exists a region 9+(g) so that 
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the Schur-Hobngren-Carleman bounds of the family of operators of 
definition (8.2) is such that 
Ii:, FP syqfj Il~,ti~Al, < 1. (8.4) * + 
Proof: Use Theorem 7.1 and definition (8.3) in definition (6.13) for 1) - III. 
This yields 
II w, PII, G Y SYP I,+ w%) =A- I GI - WI1 n,(v> dlt, (8.5) 
where y is the constant specified in Theorem 7.1. Note that the integral on 
the right depends on the parameters j and ,u through the functions w, n,, and 
V. 
The integral on the right of (8.5) breaks into two parts, a part over 4; and 
a part over S;. In the definition of S; and Jr we are using the 6 as taken in 
Proposition 7.2. We begin the proof of conclusion (8.4) by showing that 
there exists a region &P+(J) so that 
lim sup sup I w’(v) n,(rl) d? = 0. (8.6) j-m rsd+t-n I, 
To see this we first note that by definition (3.8) for n, 
w’(v) n,(v) 4 w*(tl) I ~dj) - d.AdI (tl> + w*W + tW’*. (8.7) 
From definition (7.1) for w(q), and definition (4.16) for #, we see that there 
exists a j, and a positive constant y so that if s+(T) is precompact, hen 
(See the proof of Lemma 5.6.) 
Using (8.8) the integral over S; of the second term on the right of (8.7) is 
easily handled. Indeed, we have (now using y as a generic constant) 
Make the change of variable q = [j(j + l)/lpI] I’* to get 
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Since s > 1, and the integral on the right is bounded in j and ,u E g+(T), it 
is clear that the expression on the right goes to zero as j -+ co. 
In order to estimate the integral of the first term on the right of (8.7) we 
use estimate (7.26) of Proposition 7.2. Let us take the case a > 1 and 
2(a +fi-- l)< 2. Then 
Again make the change of variable r,i = [j(j + l)/],~ ]] “*u. The integral on 
the right is bounded by 
a+4-4 IPI O” 
I 
u5 da 
[ j(j + l)]a+D-3’2 ala11/2/(l+j-1)1/2 JU* - l(“* U2(a+4-‘) * (8.10) 
Since a +/I > 5/3, the integral on the right converges at co. Also, recall that 
6 ],u]“~ = 1 + jpK, where K = 2(1 -/?) + E < 1 and E may be taken as small 
as we wish. We see that 6 ](u)“*/(l + j-1)“2 = [(l f j-%)/(1 + j-‘)]“2 > 1 
if j ) 2. Thus the integral on the right is finite for all sufficiently large j. If 
we integrate this integral by parts we see that it is estimated by j3”*. Hence, 
using this estimate in (8.10) the integral on the right of (8.9) is estimated by 
l/j2U t 54-6-e, where E is positive, but may be taken as small as we wish. 
Thus, if 2a + 5/I - 6 > 0, we see that (8.9) goes to zero as j -+ co uniformly 
for ,u E Z??+(Y). 
If a < 1, or a = 1 and 3 c (0, b*/4), then we use the third estimate of 
(7.26). Since the second term in this estimate has already been handled 
above, we need now only consider the first term of this estimate. Going 
through the same procedure as before we find that the left-hand integral of 
(8.9) is estimated by l/j34-2-‘, where E is positive and as small as we wish. 
This, of course, goes to zero for /I > 5. Thus we have established (8.6) in this 
case. 
If a = 1, and J’ c (b*/4, a), then by our choice of 6, it follows that 
]],u] - j(j + 1) q-* ( > C > 0 for q > Sj. Hence, an easy computation shows 
that the left-hand integral of (8.9) is estimated by l/j2D-1, so that it goes to 
zero for p= 1. 
In order to estimate the part of the integral in (8.5) over S;, we interrupt 
the proof to establish Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let u, [ be real numbers with 0 < u < [ < 
u E S(O,42) with Iul= 1, 
1. Then for each 
Re ig(&) - Re ig(uu) Q Re ig(C) - Re ig(u). (8.11) 
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Proof. Using definition (4.23) for g we have 
ig@) - ig(au) = i 1’” (1 - y -*)l’* dy, 
ml 
where the integration may be taken as the straight line joining uu to Cu. Since 
we have chosen the principal branch of the square root in the integrand we 
have i(1 - Y-*)~‘* = -(y’ - l)“*, so that 
ig(&) - ig(au) = - f” (y-’ - I)“* dy. (8.12) 
(ru 
We claim that 
Re J l” (y-’ - l)“* dy > Re J’ (r-* - l)“* dr. (Iu (I 
To see this we note that the change of variable y = ru gives 
J ,‘: (y-* - I)‘/* dy = J’ (r-* - u*)“* dr. L7 (8.14) 
Since by assumption 0 < u < [ < 1, we are integrating on the right of (8.14) 
over a subinterval of (0, 11, so that rp2 >, 1. Let z = r-* -u*; then for 
u E S(O,7r/2), and ( u ( = 1, we have -7r/2 ( Arg z < 0, so that Re z > 0. 
Indeed, Rez>r-*- 1. If we write z = ]z] exp iv, then cos y > 0, 
Rez ‘/* = ] z ) “* cos w/2 and (Re z)“* = ) z ] ‘/*(cos I,.v)~“. Using the fact that 
2 COS*(IJY/~) = cos w + 1 > 2 cos w we get Re zl’* > (Re z)“* > (r-* - l)“*; 
i.e., 
Re(r-* -u*)“* > (r-* - l)l’*. 
If we use (8.15) in conjunction with (8.14) we get 
(8.15) 
Re J ” (JJ-’ - l)l’* dy = Re f (r-* - u*)“* dr > f (r-* - l)“* dr. (8.16) ou 0 (7 
If we choose u = 1 in (8.12) and use (8.16) we have inequality (8.11). 
LEMMA 8.3. If0 < 8 < f, then 
lim sup J 1 ve v{- I Re W3 -Re ivd~)l~ du = o (d - 111’2 (8.17) v+coO<~<l 0 
Proof. Let us set 
K,(C;, a) = ve exp{- (Re ivg(JJ - Re ivg(u)l}. (8.18) 
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For each E > 0 define 
se= {(La): K,a)E (O,l] x (0, l],lr-ul> E}. 
Then 
lim sup K&o) = 0. 
u+cc (S,dES c 
(8.19) 
Indeed, using (8.12), with u = 1, we have 
-IReivg(c)-Reiug(a)(=-u /I’@-‘- l)‘/‘dr/. 
(I 
Since we are taking the principal branch of the square root the integrand is 
positive and decreasing on [0, 11. Consequently, we have 
inf IJ ’ y2 -ly2 sir 1= J:p,tr-2 _ 1y2 dr. (8.20) (S.O)ESc D 
Thus, (8.19) is true, and indeed not only for 8 < 5, but for every real 8. 
Now define 
s&J= (u:uE (o,l],lr-ol> E}. 
Then it is clear that 
s,= u sbm SE(O.11 
Hence for each V, 
sup SUP K,(C, a> = sup K,(C, 0). 
O<S<l orS,(O (S,U)ESE 
Using (8.19), it follows that 
lim sup sup K&, 0) = 0. 
“‘Co O<S(I cxS&) 
(8.2 1) 
It is clear that K,(& a) is positive and uniformly bounded for (<, a) E S, 
andv>0.Sincelo2-11”2 is integrable on [0, 11, we may apply Lebesgue’s 
dominated convergence theorem to get 
lim sup sup “‘00 o<s< 1(S.a)eS.&) J 
* ve expb- I Re WC) - Re ivd4ll du = o 
0 Ia2 - 111’2 
(8 221 . . 
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Let us now look at the complement of the set S,; i.e., where ] [ - u] ,< E. For 
fixed < E (0, 1 ] we want to estimate the integral 
(8.23) 
We claim that 
(r2 - 1)lj2 dr = A(& o). (8.24) 
To see this, suppose, for argument, that c > c. Make the change of variable 
r = s - (1 - <) in the integral on the left. Then 
f (rw2 - 1)li2 dr>~,‘e~leoj ({s - (1 -C)}-’ - 1)‘j2 ds 
0 
From (8.24) and definition (8.18) we get 
If we maximize the function 
f(x) = xe exp -xA, x > 0, A > 0, 
we find it has a maximum at x = 8A - ‘. Hence, 
(8.25) 
Consequently, we have 
1 
K”(4-9 0) <c 
I 
do 
(8.26) 
I[-Ul<& In2 - 1 p2 ’ IC-Ol<EN, 0)” IO2 - 1 p2* 
To estimate A.(c, a) we have 
a, Q) = f i(l -r2)li2>+(I _ 2r(l -r2)‘12dr 
I-~I r 1 IS 01 
>Ylc-~13’2, y > 0. 
If we use this estimate in (8.25) and (8.26) we get 
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If 8 < f, we see that the right-hand side is small if E is small. If we use this in 
conjunction with (8.22) we see that the proof of the lemma is complete. 
With the help of Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2 it is now possible to estimate the 
part of the integral of (8.5) over 3,. To do this we use (8.7) and the first 
estimate of (7.26). 
The second term on the right of (8.7) is easily handled. We have 
j?v’(q)(l + q*)+‘* dq < (” / (p, -$ I-“* (1 f y2)-S’2dy. 
0 0 
Make the change of variable q = v (,uI-“*a in the integral on the right. This 
gives 
6.i YIPI s/l-l 
j 
Slrl Wlv 1-S 
I 0 w2(zl)(l + v*)-“* drl< vs-, 0 ,,2: q1/* da* 
Clearly, since s > 1, the right-hand side goes to zero, uniformly in 
,U E Z%‘+(Z). (We may take s < 2 without any loss of generality in 
Theorem 2.1.) 
Next we look at the first term on the right of (8.7) and use estimate (7.26). 
The second term on the right of (7.26) is easily handled. Proceeding with a 
change of variable as above we get 
i 
&i 
~*~~NrlWg rl IT-‘1 I + W2 & 
0 
<J- I 
81w11W~ da 
v 0 (2 - 1 I”‘(u(~log (II + l)*’ 
(8.27) 
The term on the right goes to zero as j + co, uniformly for ,U E 9+ (3’). 
Finally we consider the first term on the right of the first estimate of 
(7.26). In this case it is important o include the term exp(- Iv(<) - u(q)0 in 
the integral of (8.5). 
We first consider the case where either a # 1, or else a = 1 and 
3’ c (0, b*/4). We break up the integral over S; into two pieces; one piece 
being an integral over (0, 1~1) and another piece being an integral ver (If 1, Sj). 
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We begin with the first integral. Making the change of variable q = lr] u we 
get 
If r> (r] we have v(T) > u(]t]) since u is a nondecreasing function. In this 
case, for O<o< 1, Iv(T)-v(alrl)l=v(r)-v(oItl)~u(lrl)-v(olzl)~O. 
Thus for r> (r] we have exp[- Iv(<) - u(a ]r])]] < exp[- ]u(]r]) - u(u ]r])]]. 
If t Q ] t 1, then u(r) = u(C ] r I), where 0 < C < 1. Thus in all cases we have 
~~~-l~~~~-~~~l~l~l~~~~-l~t~l~l~-~~~l~l~J~ 0 < 4, u < 1. (8.29) 
If we use definition (7.2) for u@), Lemma 8.2 and the fact that 
-Re ivg(pr-‘) is an increasing function of p, we get 
If we use (8.29) and (8.30) in the right-hand side of (8.28) we find that this 
expression is dominated by 
vl-4 
5 
l 
lPl’-4’2 0 
ev I- I Re 4 d4 - d3ll du 
iu* - 1 y * (8.31) 
Since by hypothesis p > f, 8 = 1 - p < f, so that we may apply Lemma 8.3 
to (8.31). Using (8.28) this shows that 
I 
ITI 
lim sup w*(r) ew[- I@) - 4v)ll rl-’ & = 0, (8.32) 
i-w I 0 
where the convergence is uniform in ,D E s+(T). 
It remains to estimate the piece of the integral over (] r], Sj). Since to the 
right of ( r I the exponential term gives no leverage we drop it. Again, making 
the change of variable 17 = (rl u we get 
&i ul-4 
Ia* _ 1 y/2 &. (8.33) 171 
Recall, that in the cases we are now considering we have taken 
a= ]/.q”2(1 +j-K), K > 2(1 -/3). The integral on the right of (8.33) is 
easily seen to be estimated by jmK/*, so that the right side of (8.33) is 
estimated by ~~-llj-~‘* 1~1 “*-’ Because of the choice of K, the piece of the . 
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integral over (171, Sj) goes to zero as j+ co, uniformly for p E .9+(Z). Thus 
we have (8.4) in this case, and indeed the limit in (8.4) is zero. 
Finally we consider the case where a = 1 and 3 c (b*/4, 00). Recall that 
we are now taking /I = 1. The part of the integral over [0, ] 7 I] can be handled 
as before so that it is only necessary to deal with that part of the integral 
over [I 71, Sj]. Since the exponential function plays no role over this interval 
we drop it and we have that this part of the integral is estimated by 
(8.34) 
Because of the choice of 6 in this case, this term does not go to zero as 
j-t co. However, in this case Theorem 7.1 gives the y0 of Theorem 2.1, 
namely, y,, = l/max{2nA2, a”‘A}. 
In the case under consideration we have taken S = (1 + E)[(P( - 6’/4] -I’*, 
so that the upper limit of the right-hand integral of (8.34) is less than 
(1 +w11’*[Pl--*/41- “*. Recall from Theorem 2.1 that we had taken 
o = inf{p - b2/4:,u E S;}. 
For Rep E f it follows that 
IPI w + b*/4 
(+b*/4 ’ o ’ 
Indeed, if we let w’ = inf J’, then w = w’ - b*/4. Inequality (8.35) then says 
that ]p] (w’ - b*/4) < w’(lp I- b*/4) or w’b*/4 Q ]p ] b*/4. But for Rep E J’, 
]p] > w’ so that the latter inequality is certainly true. Reversing the steps 
gives (8.35). 
Using (8.35) and the fact that (~]a o + b*/4 we have 
ICI 
I 
Sillrl 
M1’* 1 
ICI 
’ [w + (b’/4)]“’ I 
(l+e)(l+b2/4co)‘/* 
(8.36) 
, 
Under hypothesis (2.11) of Theorem 2.1 we have 
ICI (I+ b*/4w)‘l* 
[w + (b’/4)]“’ I , (02 ?I (I/* 
ICI 
I 
lb1/20’/2 da 
= [w + (b’/4)]“’ ,, lo*+ 111/* <yo* 
For E sufftciently small the right-hand side of (8.36) is less than y. + E. 
Using this in conjunction with the remarks made above we have proved (8.4) 
in this case. 
We have now proved (3.12) so that the proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete. 
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APPENDIX 
In this appendix we shall prove a number of results which have been used 
throughout the paper. Although some of these results are essentially well 
known [ 151 or else can be easily derived from well known results we shall 
give these details for the reader’s convenience. 
In definition (4.23) we had taken, for z in the first quadrant Qr, 
g(z) = [’ (1 - y-2)1’2 dy, 
‘1 
(A.11 
where the integration is taken along the straight line from 1 to z, and the 
square root in the integrand is the principal branch. Actually g is well 
defined and analytic is the slit plane C\(-co, 11. 
LEMMA A.1. The analytic function given by (A.1) does not take on the 
value zero in the slit plane C\(-00, 11. 
ProoJ In the integral of (A.l) we make the change of variable 
y = (1 - p) + pz. Then we get 
g(z)=(z-1)~~{1-@(z-1)+1)-*}“*dp. (A-2) 
It is clear that if y is in the slit plane C\(-co, 11, then [ 1 - y-*1”* remains 
in the open right half plane. Indeed, if Im y > 0, then [ 1 - y -‘I “* is in the 
upper quarter plane, and if Im y < 0, then [ 1 - y-‘1 ‘I2 is in the lower 
quarter plane. Since these quarter planes are convex, the integral appearing 
in (A.2) remains in these quarter planes if Im z > 0 or Im z < 0, respectively. 
These quarter planes do not contain the point zero. If z is real greater than 1, 
the integral in (A.2) is again not zero. Thus we see from (A.2) that g(z) does 
not take on the value zero, as asserted. 
LEMMA A.2. If z varies in the first quadrant Q,, then a continuous 
argument of g(z) may be chosen to vary in [0,3x/2). If z varies in the fourth 
quadrant, then a continuous argument of g(z) may be chosen to vary ii 
(-3x/2,0]. 
Proof: The easiest way to see this is to consider representation (A.2). If 
z E Q, U (1, co), then the integral in (A.2) remains in Q, U (1, co). Also 
0 < Arg(z - 1) < K. Putting these facts. together and using Lemma A.1 we 
have the first statement of Lemma A.2. The proof of the second statement 
follows the same argument. 
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LEMMA A.3. 
g(z)-iloglzl, z + 0, ZE Q,. 64.3) 
Pro05 Since y E Q, implies (1 - y-‘) E Q, we may write 
(1 - y-*)‘I* = exp{j[log ] 1 - y-*] + i Arg(1 - y-‘)I}. 
Now y* - 1 is in the upper half plane, y-* is in the lower half plane. Hence 
Arg(1 - y-‘) = Arg(y* - 1) - Arg y*. Thus for all y E Q, we have 
(1 -y--2)‘/* = y-yy* - 1y*. 
Clearly, for y E Q, , 
Fz (y’ - l)“* = i. 
We may write 
ForzEQ,, 
i I 
z d. -=ilog]z]-Argz, 
1 Y 
and the second integral in the representation for g(z) remains bounded for z 
near zero. Thus we have the conclusion of the lemma. 
LEMMA A.4 The function Re -ivg@r- ‘) is a monotone increasing 
function of p on IR +, where v and z are given by (4.8) and ,u E Q, . 
Proof. From (A.l) we see that 
-iv &W - ’ 1 
v2 l/2 
4 
=--j p-T . 
( ) P 
64.4) 
We claim that Re -iv dg@t - ’ )/dp # 0 for p E iR ‘. Indeed, since P E Q, , 
(u - ~*p-*)~/* E Q, for p E IR +. Thus the right-hand side of (A.4) remains in 
the open right half of C, and hence the real part is never zero. 
If we let p -+ co in (A.4) we see that the real part of, the right-hand side of 
(A.4) is positive. Hence, Re -iv dg(p-‘)/dp must remain positive on IR +, 
proving the lemma. 
From Lemma A.2, we see that as z varies in the right half of the slit plane 
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C\(-co, 11, there is a continuous argument of g(z) which varies in 
(-3x/2,3x/2). We shall define c(z) (as in (4.24) and (5.2)) by 
C(Z) = (3/2Y exp{5bg I &I + i arg &)I L 
-3~12 < arg g(z) < 3~12, z E [C\(-co, I]] n {Re z > 0). (A.5) 
Definition (A.5) defines c(z) as an analytic function in the right half of the 
slit plane C\(-co, 11. Lemma A.5 shows that it may be extended 
analytically to all of the right half of the complex plane. 
LEMMA A.5. The analytic function C(z) defined by (A.5) may be 
extended analytically to all of the right-half complex plane. 
ProoJ We begin with the function g(z) defined by (A.l) and make the 
change of variable IV* = y* - 1 in the integral on the right. Here, y remains 
in the right half of the slit plane %F\(--co, 11, so that w (taking the principal 
branch of the square root) remains in the right half of the complex plane. 
Hence we may write 
= i,” gO (-l)kW2’k+ ‘) dw, 
which is valid for 1 WI < 1. Consequently, for Iz* - 11 < 1 we may integrate 
termwise to get 
g(z) = (z’ - 1)3’2 f (-l)k 
k=O 
“,‘,,:‘* = (z’ - l)“‘h(z), 
where the fractional power is taken as the analytic extension from the prin- 
cipal branch. The function h(z) is analytic for )z - 1 ] < 1, and since g(z) 
does not vanish in the slit plane, h(z) does not vanish except possibly for 
0 < x < 1. But for 0 < x < 1, (-l)k(~2 - 1)” > 0, so that h(x) > 0. Thus h(z) 
is analytic and does not vanish for 1 z - 1 ] < 1. 
By the Monodromy theorem we may write h(z) = expf(z), where f(z) is 
analytic for ]z - 1 I < 1 and is real for z real. We define 
Qz) = ((3/2)““(z’ - 1) exp if(z), Iz- II< 1. (‘4.6) 
The analytic functions c(z) and r(z) have a common part in their domains 
which includes the line segment 1 ( x < 2. Since we have chosen f(z) to be 
real when z is real, we see that c(x) = c(x) for 1 < x < 2. Thus c(z) and c(z) 
coincide on the common part of their domains. 
We shall continue to denote the analytic extension of Lemma A.5 by c(z). 
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LEMMA A.6 The function r’(z) does not vanish in the open right half 
complex plane. 
ProojI If z C?Z (0, 11, then 
g’(z) 
c’(z) = [(J/2) g(z)] l/3 ’ ‘* 
If z E (0, 11, then we use representation (A.6) which gives 
r’(x) = (;)2’3{2xh(x)2’3 + ;(x’ - 1) f’(x) h(x)““} 
h’(x) = (g”” [2x + $(x2 - 1) ho 1 W)2’3. 
(A.7) 
Now, for x E (0, 1 ] 
(x’ - 
Since h(x) > 0 for x E (0, 11, we see that the right side of (A.7) is never zero. 
The proof is concluded. 
COROLLARY A.7. The Schwarzian derivative {c(z), z} is analytic in the 
open right-half complex plane. 
LEMMA A.8. 
+ K(z)~zl- &$Zloglzl]-*, z --) 0, ZEQ,- (A.8) 
Proof. Apply the chain rule for Schwarzian derivatives [8] to the 
composite function of definition (A.5). This yields, in evident notation, 
{C(z), z) = {G g)2’3, ghz, g’(z)’ + 1 g(z), Zl’ 
In turn this gives 
{C(z), z} = -& @) * - ;z-‘(2 - I)-* - 3z4(r2 - q-1. 
Thus 
If we use asymptotic relation (A.3) in (A.9) we get (A.8). 
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COROLLARY A.9. For every M there exists a y(M) so that 
~WB+-$ <Y@WI [llwlzll+ W’, lzl<Mv zEQ,.WlO) 
Proof: An immediate consequence of Corollary A.8 and Lemma A.9. 
We close this Appendix by proving Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Arguing in the same way as in the proof of 
Lemma A.2, we see from representation (A.2) that we may choose a 
continuous branch of arg g&-r) whose range is (4 Arg,u, 3x/2) as p varies 
over IF?+. From definition (A.5) for c(z) and definition (4.25) of 4, as 
M/J) = v2’qPr - l), we see that Arg d,(o) varies continuously as p varies over 
R + and from our previous remarks has range (f Argp, n). This is relation 
(5.4). 
Now take 
lr@)“’ = exp ?Ilog Ih@)l + i Arg MdL 
so that using the definition of $I in terms of < and using (A.5) again we see 
that 
qqpy2 = $g@r - 1). 
Derivating with respect o p we get 
$,@)“‘qg/l) = v dg$-‘) . 
Now, 
C s<f Arg P, d), 
Since 
MP)“~ C SC: Arg c1,7@), 
from (A. 12) and (A. 13) we get 
(A.11) 
(A.12) 
PER+. (A.13) 
K@)sS (-I++Arg,u,G-iArg,u), 
which is (5.5). 
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Finally we prove (5.6). From (5.4) we see that -#,(R ‘) remains in the 
lower half of the complex plane. We take 
HAP>I 3’2 = ew 3 Px I h@I + i ~~d-h@))~. 
From (A. 11) we see that 
(-yiqp))“’ = i $vg@z-1). 
From (5.13) and (5.14) which state that 
Fz g@z-‘)I g@r-‘)I-’ = -4, F; -h@) I h@>I - ’ = 13 
(A. 14) 
respectively, we see that we must choose the plus sign in (A.14). This is 
(5.6). 
Before we proceed with the proof of Lemma 5.2 let us establish 
lim 
P-m 
Arg [--#,@)I 1’4 = & Arg p- 3. (A.15) 
For this purpose we use formula (5.6), 
[-Q/l)]3’2 = $vg@z-‘), 
which we have just proved. From representation (A.2) it is clear that 
lim Argig@rC’)=~+~Arg~. 
P-m 
Since we have taken the 3/2 root of --4@) as the analytic continuation from 
the principal branch, and since from Lemma 5.1 -#,@) c S(-n + f Arg,u, 0) 
we have 
lim arg(-$l@))“‘2 = - $Z + 1 Arg ,u. 
P--a3 
From this (A.15) is immediate. 
Proof of Lemma 5.2. We first note, as we did in Section 4, that d,(z) is a 
nonzero analytic function in a cone about R +, namely, rQ,. From the 
definition of #1 and Lemma A.6, it follows that d;(z) is a nonzero analytic 
function in the same cone. Hence, the Monodromy theorem guarantees 
[#;(z)~#,(z)]‘/~, [#;(z)]“‘, and [-$I(z)]“4 are nonvanishing analytic 
functions in this cone, where for z =p the principal branches of the roots are 
taken. Since 
14;(z)‘4r(w4 = lw)11’2 I-6,(4l”” 
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we see that 
is an analytic function in rQ, with values on the unit circle. Hence, it must 
be a constant CO, which clearly is a fourth root of -1. 
Using (A. 15) and the fact that 
lim Arg$@r-‘)=+Argp, 
P-w 
we see from (A. 12) that as p -+ co 
Hence, 
lim Arg #;@)“” = b Arg ,u. 
P-cc 
Thus using (A. 15) again we get 
= 0 1~4)~‘~ exp 
I’ 
$Argp---i+ , 
I 
so that o = exp in/4 
Nofe added in proof: After this paper was accepted we found that the inequalities in 
(2.8H2.10) could be replaced by the single inequality b > 2/3. This was done by sharpening 
the estimates of Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6 and consequently the estimates of Proposition 7.3. Thus 
Figure 1 becomes particularly simple. 
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